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Cooking is fun and there are a lot of people who loves to prepare different recipes. Be it Italian pasta
recipes or something traditionally Indian, cooking is an enjoyable activity if focused properly.

How about sharing some easy basmati rice recipes? Preparing Basmati Rice will be fun. And when
odor comes out, it will bring water into the mouth. Simply superb is the smell that comes out from
freshly cooked basmati rice. Steamed basmati rice, mixed with butter and mashed potato can be an
excellent meal. But the question is: How to prepare it?

Have a look at the steps to prepare Basmati steamed rice meal for two:

Take a coffee mug partially full of basmati rice. Pour it into a big rice bowl. Pour clean water into the
bowl. Rinse the rice thoroughly for 10 seconds. Then, drain off the water. Take 4 medium sized
potatoes, peel them off, and wash properly.

Take the washed rice as well the potato, and pour it into a cooking container. Add 2 cups of filtered
water into the rice container. Then, put the container on to the stove in medium flame. Let it be at
medium flame until water and rice starts boiling. Once boiling starts lower down the flame further.
Cover the rice container partially with a plate or lead. Partial covering is necessary for allowing the
steam to escape. Let it continue for another 5-6 minutes. Then, move away the lead. Take a big
spoon and pick up little amount of rice. Examine with the finger by pressing he rice. If it is soft and
mashes easily, then simply cover the container with lead and put off the flame. After 3-4 minutes,
remove the lead fully and pour the rice in another container having tiny pores. This will help in
allowing the remaining water drain away easily.

Separate the potatoes mash them properly, add a bit of salt. Serve Basmati steamed rice with
mashed potato and butter cubes.
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Mary Porter - About Author:
For more information on a pasta recipes, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a basmati rice recipes!
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